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Multiple scattering in the atmosphere is less import when using lasers for remote sens-
ing applications in contrast to the transfer of natural radiation in the atmosphere. This is
due to the small divergence of the pulsed laser beam and the conesponding narrow field
of view of the receiving telescopes. Still, multiple scattering should not be neglected
especially for high optical depths. Therefore -mult!p!9 _s9a!!gring__g_ttg_c_!s, Ar,e essenllal in
lbq qaSe _qf lf4ef_s!3nt visibility meaqgrgpe_nJ.sr but the multip-ly scalJgred component of

llp tidar_rctulrl__stgrl4 bes -b9e!*U{ery*goSqidgpd as negliglble for an optical dgpth of
less than so-rqe_ 0J,-_C_pp-sgqggntty, the standard lidar inve5lon_ methods for atmospheric
haze and optically thin clouds assume single scattering only .

Despite of this, during the International Cimrs Experiment (ICE) with the ALEX lidar it
was shown that neglecting multiple scattering leads to meaningless results even for
s,mall optical depths of some 0.01. Ruppersberg introduced a multiple scattering term in
a mathematically correct way into the lidar equation. In this work the multiple scattering
term of the lidar equation is approximated by the second order scattering. With this
approach an inversion procedure is constructed.

The restriction of multiple scattering effects to double scattering is supported by several
studies e.g. made by Eloranta and Weinman. Phase functions of ice crystals in,cimrs
clouds show even steeper forward scattering peaks comp:red to those of water droplet
glqqds The major part of the radiation which is forward scattered by cimrs particles
remains within the telescope's field of view for long distances. At maximum this second
order component is reaching the optical thickness of the cloud.

For the inversion scheme regarding double scattering as the major contribution to
multiple scattering following assumptions were made:

1. the phase function is sufficiently represented by a simple exponential law, deter-
mined by the value of the phase function at the scattering angle zero and it's steepness
following from the Babinet theorem.

The angular response of the phase function is flat at 180 '2.

The validity of these assumptions has been
tion with an exact algorithm for calculating
simulation.

investigated by comparing the approxima-
multiple scattering by use of Monte-Carlo-
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Consider a LIDAR-system which emits { photons in a short pulse at time t - O. Propa-
gating through the atmosphere, a certain amount of them is scattered and absorbed by
molecules, and by aerosol and cloud particles. At time t corresponding to a range
r = ct / 2 a small number of photons

( l )  AP(r)  -  6Pt ' ) (r)  + AP( ')1r;

is received by the lidar system. The component AID(r)(r)is the number of singly scat-

tered photons in a range intervalAr= cLt 12, whereas the other component AP(')1r;is
the number of multiply scattered photons

With the definition of the multiple scattering factor

(2) e^,e)=#ffi
we get

(3) AP(r) - AiD(r)(rXl + Q^,)

The single scattering component is calculated from the classical single scattering lidar
equation. Using the classical LlDAR-equation and introducing a system constant K

r'
@\ y-- t -

\P,A

where ro is a fixed minimum distance (overlap-I), 1 the number of emitted photons, 4
the overall efficiency an A the effective area 

1f 
the receiving aperture one yields:

rL .

(5) o,(r) .Lr-- K.(o,/FXr) 
ffi

where the transmittance is:

?
(6) c(r) = exp(- ) o,(r ')dr'

and the extinction coefficient o" is assumed to be equal to the scattering coefficient (no

absorption).

Introducing now the following simple approximation for the phase function for small
scattering angles (forward scattering)

(7) 9 ' (8r , r r )  = F^ (O,ro)exp(-  
f f i ,

where F, (0,? ) is the value of the phase function for scattering angle 0o and rf is the

scattering angle where the phase function has dropped down to l/e. With this assump-
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tion an integration over the phasefunction and a following backscattering process can
analytically be made. The approximated double scattering contribution for each gate
interval at distance ri can be calculated by:

\ro,(l ) + Ari o,(r,l[t - (r ++#)exp(- *+r1
j= i  "  'L i - i  8*(L,r i ) '  r \  i - i  8*(L,r , ) ' l

To test this approach a model atmosphere with different cimrs layers has been used.
From these data Lidar profiles were constructed taking into account any order of
multiple scattering. These Lidar profiles were inverted using the approximation and
Monte-Carlo simulations. The phase functions for cimrs clouds were taken from Hess et
al and Strauss.

The comparison shows good agreement as far as the optica,l .d_epth of the cimrs cloud is

lelow l. Also for the Deirmendjan Cl clo-ud witlr moderate optical depths this approach
gives better results than the single scattering inversion

It should be emphasised that there is a far field effect after having penetrated a cimrs
cloud which has an effect on measurements taking place beyond the cloud, which is
slowly decreasing with increasing distance from the cloud. This is of particular interest
for sounding of Polar Stratospheric Clouds, stratospheric ozone measurements and
stratospheric temperature soundings based on measuring the Rayleigh scattering
coefficient. Even sounding of the sodium layer may be effected. Common to many of
these Lidar measurements is the technique to prevent an overload of the detector chain
by the naffow signal up to an altitude of l0 to 15 km by use of electro-optical or
mechanical shutters. Therefore in these applications in general there is lack of
information about thin or moderate cimrs clouds which were passed at altitudes, where
the signal was blocked off.

For demonstration purposes this inversion scheme was applied on Lidar profiles
simultaneously measured by the NASA-Shuttle Lidar LITE and the airborne DLR Lidar
ALEX. Also these results are in good agreement.
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Figure 1: Phase funtctions for the clouds at the height of 6.6 to i.l &m rvith rem-
perature in the range -(25 ' ' '30;'". Filled squares: ice crystal cloud according
to No' 1'1 of Table 1' Filled circles: rvater droplet cloud according to No. J.l of
Table 2' open symbols: approximations according to Equations (19) and (20).
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Figure 2: Phase functions for the clouds at the height of 10.0 to l0. i  &m with
temperature in the range -(55...60; ' t .  Fi l led circles: ice crystal cloud without
particles under l0 pm diameter according to No. 1.8 of Table 1. Filled squares:
ice cr1'stal cloud with particles under L0 pm diameter according to No. 2.2 of
Table 2' open symbols: appro.dmations according to Equations (1g) and (20).
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Figure 4: Q ̂ "-approximations as a function of the height h for ice crystal clouds
at the height of 7 km with optical deprhs 0.1, 0.J and 1.0 (left, middle and
right group of .uru.l) using lidar systems rvith a receive r FOI/ angle o = *0.b
mrad' Open Square: total multiple scattering factor OIjLtnl calculated rvith the
lvlonte Carlo program. Crosses: double scattering factor eftlfnl with respect
to Equation (11). Filled circles: approximated double scattering factor qff)t/rl

with respect to Equation (2J).
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Figure 5:
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Same as Figure 4, showing the Q-"

h for ice crystal clouds ar the height

FOV angle a = *L.5 mrod.

-approximations as a function of

of 7 km using lidar systems with
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Figure 6: Same as figure 4, shorving the Q^r-approximations as a function of

the height h for water droplet clouds at the height of.7 km with the optical depth

1.0 using [dar systems with a receiver FOV angle a = *0.b mrad ( left  group of

curves) and a = t l .5 mrad (r ight group of curves).
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Figure 9: Same as Figure 7 with a rvater droplet cloud at the height of 7 [ 'm but

an opt ical  depth 1.0 rvas used.
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Figure 10: Same rJ Figur. 7, except that the inverted signals were simulated

using a ice crystal cloud with phase function No. 1.1 of Table I at the height of

T km rvi th an opt ical  depth 0.1.
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Same a$ Figure 7, e.xcept that the inverted signals were simulated

crystal cloud with phase function No. 1.1 of Table I at the height of

an optical depth 0.3.
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Figure 12: Same as Figure 7, except that the inverted signals were simulated

using a ice crystal cloud with phase function No. 1.1 of Table 1 at the height of

T km with an opt ical  depth 1.0.
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